New Approaches to Literacy
After exploring new words through structured activities, students can create visual vocabulary trading cards using **Mesa**

The mesa loomed above the plain like a giant table.
Phonics and Phonemic Awareness

Pixie includes hundreds of templates teachers can use for whole group activities on an interactive whiteboard or for individualized assessments.
Literature: Retelling Stories

Read a story to your students. Have each student create three pages in Pixie to summarize and use the paint tools.
Student create their own versions of stories they have read. If a repetitive story, have each student create a page or
Have students create "flipped" video tutorials on common grammar mistakes to practice, analyze, and demonstrate.
Design New Book Covers

Students share what they know about character, plot, setting, mood, and theme in a literary work by designing a...
Students demonstrate comprehension, ability to identify and use perspective, persuasive writing skills, and knowledge of audience in a relevant medium, like the movie trailers they know.